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Abstract: 
In this paper we argue that book-to-market and size attributes represent sensitivities of firm 
returns to several risk factors, and in so doing they subsume the information in other attributes. 
Although this gives them high cross-sectional explanatory power, they are not very indicative if 
we are concerned with testing whether an individual risk factor is priced. In that regard, claiming 
that financial distress is not priced, by only considering probability of bankruptcy, seems 
premature. Rational investors may also care about recovery rates and the relatively higher mean 
returns observed for small firms with very low book-to-market ratios is consistent with this view. 
To analyse recovery risk, we construct mimicking portfolios by sorting stocks on less noisy 
attributes such as fixed-assets and intangible-assets ratios. We find that recovery risk mimicking 
portfolios exhibit typical risk factor characteristics, and perform well in explaining the cross-
section of returns. The results suggest that recovery risk factor is a good candidate to be priced, 
and much of the explanatory power of the size attribute comes from the fact that it embodies 
useful information regarding recovery risk. Overall, our findings have important portfolio 
management implications. 
Executive Summary 
The Book-to-market ratio of a firm is defined as the book value of its assets relative to their 
market value. Size attribute simply refers to a firm’s total market value. Both of these attributes, 
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considerable analysis in the finance literature. It has been shown through empirical studies that 
these attributes have considerable power in explaining and predicting the cross-section of 
expected stock returns. Although researchers generally accept the success of these attributes in 
explaining stock returns, there is disagrement concerning the reasons for this success. Leaving 
aside the arguments about investors’ irrationality and data related biases, for these attributes to 
have such explanatory power, they should represent sensitivities to some risk factors in an APT 
like model. That is, we can view stock returns as a form of compensation for different kinds of 
risks this firm is exposed to. It is then natural to expect that such firms’ attributes reveal 
important information regarding the risk factors in its environment. For instance, high debt is 
likely to be associated with bankruptcy risk, a growth firm is likely to be more vulnerable to 
technological risk, etc… If we know that an attribute is not very noisy, in an informational sense, 
that is, it is uniquely related to a risk factor, then we can construct a mimicking portfolio for this 
factor by sorting stocks with respect to the given attribute and taking the return differences of 
fractions of stocks at both ends of the spectrum. Fama and French (1993) construct mimicking 
portfolios in this way, by sorting stocks on their book-to-market and size. They argue that their 
mimicking portfolios are priced along with the market factor. That is, the excess returns of these 
portfolios are required by investors because holding them generates risk. However, they did not 
explicitly name which risk factors those portfolios were aiming to mimic, apart from stating that 
the return premium of high book-to-market firms may represent a compensation for increased 
financial distress. Their argument is based on the empirical fact that high book-to-market (bm) 
firms are, in general, bad recent performers in terms of earnings growth, profitability etc. In order 
to test whether default risk is priced in stock returns, Dichev (1998) constructed a mimicking 
portfolio by sorting stocks with respect to their ex-ante probability of default (measured by 
Ohlson (1980) score) and found that this portfolio is not assigned a significant risk premium in 
her regressions. Such an indeterminacy does not necessarily mean that default risk is not priced. 
We believe that book-to-market and size attributes represent loadings to several risk factors; 
hence although they contain enough information to explain the cross-section of returns, they are 
much too noisy if the goal is to determine whether an individual risk factor is priced. Investors 
care not only about the probability of default but also about the recovery rate and thus the 
liquidity of the firms’ assets after bankruptcy. When one orders stocks with respect to their 
Ohlson scores, high bm firms will be assigned higher probability of default scores because of 
their large debt ratios. However, such firms are also likely to have high recovery rates in the 
event of default. Similarly, growth firms with low bm ratios will be assigned low Ohlson scores 
and they will generally have low recovery ratios since such firms mainly have value as an on-
going concern, that is, tangible assets constitute a smaller portion of their total assets. Moreover, 
because of increased technological uncertainty their assets are more exposed to obsolescence, and 
thus are less liquid. In the light of this discussion we use less noisy attributes to obtain a better 
answer to the question of which risk factors are priced. We mimic recovery risk with two 
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risk mimicking portfolios constructed from these attributes are priced. 
 
We find that especially small growth firms (which are in the very low end of the bm spectrum) 
provide higher mean returns than the corresponding firms which are in the middle of the bm 
spectrum if one defines returns as capital gains only. But once returns are calculated with 
dividends then the observed recovery risk effect is less pronounced. This finding also suggests 
that investors may well be taking distant recovery risk into account. Indeed, the mimicking 
portfolios for assuming recovery risk, that is, the portfolios formed by going long with the shares 
of firms having low fixed assets ratio (high intangible assets ratio) and by going short those of 
firms with high fixed assets ratio (low intangible assets ratio) are rewarded over several 
investment horizons which may have important investment applications. The returns to these 
portfolios exhibit substantial variability, and their average returns are in general negative or 
relatively lower during recessionary periods. Moreover, recovery risk mimicking portfolios do 
very well in explaining the cross-section of stock returns. All these findings suggest that recovery 
risk factor is a priced risk factor. We also find that the cross-sectional explanatory power of these 
attributes is subsumed successfully by bm and size. Hence, we have been able to clear up some of 
the ambiguity concerning the explanatory power of bm and size by relating them to more 
fundamental attributes describing firms’ recovery risk. 